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ON DE RHAM’S THEOREM 
HANS SAMELSON~ 
(Received 17 March 1967) 
THE CLASSICAL theorem of de Rham states, briefly, that the (real singular) cohomology of a 
(compact, smooth) manifold is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology derived from dif- 
ferential forms. There are many proofs of this in the literature, notably that by de Rham 
himself [4], that by Weil [6] (“pre-sheaf theory”), that by Schwartz [5] (“axiomatic”), 
and that by sheaf theory (Leray, e.g., in Godement’s book [2]). The purpose of the following 
lines is to give a different proof, using the handle decomposition of a manifold. 
We write R for the reals, R, for the non-negative reals, R” for n-dimensional real num- 
ber space, I for the unit interval, D” for the unit n-ball {x = (x,, . . . , x,) : CxF 5 1) in R”, 
and S”-’ for the unit (n - 1)-sphere (xx’ = 1). 
The manifolds that we consider are compact and smooth (Cm), and have all components 
of the same dimension. Besides the usual closed manifolds (no boundary) and manifolds- 
with-boundary (8M denoting the boundary of the manifold M) we shall consider manifolds 
that have a corner 13, M in their boundary aM; at an ordinary boundary point a neighbor- 
hood is diffeomorphic to R: = {(x,, . . . , x,) : x,, 2 0} = R”-l x R, ; at a corner point a 
neighborhood is diffeomorphic to 
R”,, = {(xl, . . . , x,,) : x”-~ 2 0, x, 2 0} = R”-’ x R, x R, , 
with the point corresponding to the origin in both cases. If there is a corner, then 8M is not a 
smooth manifold (although it can easily be made into one). 
(This can be described in terms of a manifold M’ of the same dimension that contains M 
in its interior as follows: p is an ordinary boundary point of M if a neighborhood of p in M 
consists of the points q of M’ withy(q) sff@), for some C m functionfwhose differential at p 
is not 0; similarly p is a corner point if the points of M near p can be described as those 
points q of M’ for whichf(q) s’f@) and g(q) I g(p) for two Cm functionsfand g whose dif- 
ferentials at p are independent.) A simple example of a manifold of our kind is given by the 
unit square. 
we note the usual linguistic awkwardness that a manifold-with-boundary in the usual 
sense is now a manifold-with-boundary-and-corner whose corner happens to be empty, etc. 
t This research was supported in part by NSF grant GP 5800. 
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Most of the time we call all these objects just manifolds.] We denote the interior of M (that 
is, M - &I4) by MO. 
A function (or better: a germ of a function) defined in a neighborhood of a boundary 
point of M is called smooth if it can be extended to a smooth function in a full neighborhood 
of the point (in R” or in M’, depending on which picture we are using). At the same time 
the notion of smooth map into Mis defined. In particular the notion of (smooth) differential 
form on a manifold-with-boundary-and-corner is well defined. We write DP(M) for the 
space of forms of degree p, and D*(M) for the graded space {Dp(M)}~ ; with the exterior 
derivative d this is the de Rham complex of M. The derived space, closed forms modulo 
exact forms, is the de Rham cohomology space R*(M) = {R”(M));. If f: M + N is 
smooth, there is an inducedf# : D*(N) -P D*(M) and an induced f* : R*(N) + R*(M). 
Iffand g are smoothly homotopic (i.e. homotopic via a smooth map F : M x I+ N), then 
f* equals g * ; this is proved by constructing a universal homotopy operator k from p-forms 
in it4 x I to (p - 1)-forms in 1M, so that dk + kd = if - i,# , where i,, i, are the maps 
x + (x, l), X --) (x, 0). 
We plan to use a Mayer-Vietoris argument. For this purpose we define when two 
manifolds it4 and N (of the same dimension n) overlap regularly. This means that M and N 
are smooth submanifolds of a manifold W of dimension n, such that: 
(a) W=MuN; 
(b) M A N is a manifold of dimension n (or empty); 
(c) awe aM u aN; 
(d) 8, M n ~3, N = C#I (the corners are disjoint); 
(e) aM n aN is a smooth submanifold of aW of dimension n - 1 (or empty) disjoint 
from any corner of 8 W; its boundary (if any) is contained in a, M u 8, N. 
Note that by (e) aM n cYN can’t spread across any corner of aW (but one could adjust the 
definition to that case too). The boundary of M n N consists of three parts: aM n aN, 
aM n No, and aN n MO. A typical case is that of the unit square and a translate of it in 
direction of one of its sides, by a small amount ; or, a little more general, a regular hexagon 
and a similar translate. 
From local extendability it follows easily, with the usual partition of unity argument, 
that any smooth function or differential form on M or N can be extended to M v N. We 
state this as follows: 
PROPOSITION A. Let M and N overlap regularly. Then the sequence of chain complexes 
o --, D*(M v N) j’@j,” -D*(M) 0 D*(N)- “-CD*(M n N)-+O 
is exact. 
Here i,, iz , j,, j, are the relevant inclusion maps. By deriving we obtain 
PROPOSITION B. (Mayer-Vietoris sequence). If M and N overlap regularly, then the 
triangle 
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R*(M u IV)-----+ j”j’ R*(M) @ R*(N) 
is exact; a* is of degree + I. 
We shall need this only for very simple overlaps. 
§2 
We discuss the mapping from de Rham cohomology to singular cohomology. For a 
smooth manifold the concept of smooth singular simplex, and therefore of smooth singular 
homology and cohomology is defined; we write Sd,(M) for the smooth singular complex of 
M, and S,(M) for the usual singular complex of M, both with real coefficients. 
Let H*(M), resp. H:(M), denote the real singular cohomology of M, resp. that based 
on differentiable simplices (i.e. derived from the cochain complex S,*(M) = Horn (S:(M), R)). 
Naturally we need 
THEOREM C. The inclusion Sd,(M) c S,(M) ’ d m uces an isomorphism in homology. 
This was proved by Eilenberg in [I]; the proof is based on triangulating M. We sketch a 
proof that avoids triangulation. With the help of a vector field that points inward at the 
boundary (and the associated flow) one sees easily that A4 can be replaced by its interior for 
Hf and H* (and also for R*), that is, the inclusion induces isomorphisms. Thus we assume 
M to be without boundary (and paracompact). 
We fix an arbitrary dimension m, and plan to prove that the inclusion Sd, c S, yields 
isomorphism in homology up to dimension m - 1. Let Ye be a locally finite covering of M 
by coordinates (with each coordinate, here and in the following, of type R”). Let llrl be a 
second locally finite covering by coordinates, refining Ye in the strong sense that the VI-star 
of each element of VI (union of the elements intersecting the given one) is contained in some 
element of “YO. Let “Y2 refine Y1, similarly, . . . until Y”,,, , refining V,,,_I. (The existence of 
such refinements i  proved easily using full normality: each covering has a star-refinement, 
and the shrinking lemma: an open covering {U,} can be refined by { V,} such that Va c U, .) 
Let E denote the subcomplex (S,,(M), . . . , S,,,(M)} of S,(M); let E,, resp. E,,, , denote the 
subcomplex of E spanned by the simplices of size Yr, resp. V,; let Ed, E,d, Ej, be the inter- 
sections of E, E,, E,,, with S:(M). Using differentiable approximations, we shall define a 
chain map r : E,,, + E,d and a chain homotopy T: E,,, + E1 between r and the inclusion 
i : E, c E,, such that T(E$ c E,d , This, together with the usual invariance-under-subdivi- 
sion theorem, will prove that the inclusion Ed c E gives an isomorphism in homology and 
will thus prove Theorem C; we omit the details of the argument. Now for Tand r : we need a 
fairly familiar lemma (due to Thorn). 
LEMMA D. Let o be a rectilinear simplex in Rk with boundary ao, let f : &s + R be smooth 
(i.e., smooth on each face of&r). Then f can be extended smoothly to o; the extension can be 
chosen arbitrarily close to any continuous extension. 
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By a partition of unity this reduces to the local problem of extending a function, given 
on the union of several coordinate hyperplanes of R", to all of R". The expression 
fh *.. ,X,-l, 0) +fh, ... 2%-,,o, x,) -f(x,, *** ,x,- 2, 0,O) does this for the case of 
two hyperplanes. The second part is done as usual with the help of a smooth “bump” 
function (0 for x 5 0, 1 for x 2 0, monotone) to connect a smooth extension ear &J to one 
over the interior of (r. 
Let Ai denote the standard i-simplex (so that singular i-simplices are maps of Ai); let 
Ai x I be subdivided in the usual way (based on the ordering of the vertices of Ai) without 
introducing new vertices. The operator Twill be constructed inductively by associating with 
each singular u : Ai --f M a map Tu of Ai x I into M that for t = 0 reduces to u and for t = 1 
defines zu. 
For 0-simplices we take the map T to be constant, so that zu = U. Suppose T and z are 
constructed up through dimension i in such a way that for any j-simplex u (with j g i) the 
chain Tu has its supports in some set of the covering “y_,_ j. Take an (i + I)-simplex u of 
E,,, . Each of its faces U, has the chain Tu, contained in a set of V,,,_ i; so does u itself. It 
follows from the refining property that the union of u and the Tu, lies in some set of T,,,_ i-l. 
This set is diffeomorphic to R"; it is clear from lemma D that an extension of the map to all of 
Ai x I, of the required kind, exists. Finally, we put T = 0 for m-simplices. This completes 
the sketch of the proof for Theorem C. 
It follows from Theorem C that the induced map of H*(M) into H,*(M) is an isomor- 
phism. On the other hand there is the natural map of D*(M) into S,*(M), obtained by inte- 
grating ap-form over any differentiable p-simplex; this defines a map of R*(M) into H,*(M). 
Together with the earlier isomorphism this gives a map p* : R*(M) + H*(M). Our main 
aim is to prove: 
THEOREM E (de Rham). The natural map p* : R*(M) --f H*(M) is an isomorphism. 
We note without proof that p* commutes with the maps induced by a differentiable map 
of one manifold into another. 
§3 
We now start to prove the de Rham theorem. We proceed by induction on the dimen- 
sion of M. For O-manifolds the theorem is obvious. As noted above, we may assume that 
aM has no corner (straightening the corner doesn’t change the interior). We recall the 
handle decomposition of the manifold M (see [3] for details) : There exists a smooth function 
f on M whose critical points are all non-degenerate and do not lie on the boundary; also f is 
constant, equal to its maximum, on the whole boundary. The critical points, pl, . . . , pk are 
finite in number, and f takes different values at different critical points; put ci = f(pi); cl is 
the minimum off. Let b,, . . . , b,_, be values with ci < bi < c~+~, and take for bk a number 
larger than maxf. 
PutMi={xEM:f(x)~bi},soM1cMzc . . . CM,‘. The Mi are submanifolds of 
M; Ml is an n-ball, Mk is all of M. The step from Mi_, to Mi can be described as follows: 
On a suitable neighborhood Ui of pi there exists a coordinate system (x1, . . . , x,,), covering 
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the interior of the unit ball in R”, such that the function becomesf(x,, . . . , x,) = ci - xf - . . . 
-x: + xi+1 + . . . + x,” for a certain 1 (called the index of the critical point); the intersec- 
tions Mi_l n Ui and Mi n Ui become the parts of the unit ball “below” the quadrics 
f= bi_i and f = bi . Put Pi(s) equal to the subset of Mi consisting of those points in Mi n Vi 
for which x: + . . . + xf 5 E. For small E this is an n-manifold with boundary and corner, 
homeomorphic to an n-ball and disjoint from Mi_l. The basic fact of Morse theory is the 
following: Let Mi(s) be the closure of the difference M, - Pi(s) (drill out Pi(s)); then 
Mi(.s) has Mi_, as strong deformation retract (along the gradient lines off). We see 
immediately that Pi(2s) and MI(&) overlap regularly, that their union is Mi, and that their 
intersection is diffeomorphic to SAP1 x D’ x D”-” (where 1 is the index of pi); for A= 0, 
at a minimum point, the situation collapses somewhat since M,_r n U, is then empty. 
We prove Theorem E by finite induction on the filtration {MJ. Thus assume that 
p* : R*(II~,__~) -P H*(Mi_,) is an isomorphism. 
We now compare the singular Mayer-Vietoris sequence of (MI(e), Pi(2s)) with its de 
Rham counterpart. The triangle of Proposition B with Mi(s), Pi(2s) for J4, N maps into the 
singular one (R* replaced by H*), which is also exact by the usual neighborhood eformation 
criterion. The map from R* to H* for Mi(s) n Pi(2s) is an isomorphism since this manifold 
is of the same differentiable homotopy type as S’-‘, and so we can use our dimensional 
induction assumption. 
Next, Pi(2s) is seen to be diffeomorphic to D” x D”-‘, and thus smoothly contractible 
to a point; it is clear that p* is an isomorphism for Pi(2e). 
Finally, MI(E): the basic fact of Morse theory mentioned above says that MI(s) is 
obtained from Mi _ i by collaring, “almost” in the differentiable sense, except hat Mi(s) has 
a corner whereas Mi-l doesn’t have one. But one sees quite easily that the interiors of the 
two manifolds are diffeomorphic, in fact via a diffeotopy; one can compress the interior of 
MI(E) into that of Mi_l along the gradient lines off. [One needs for this a simple lemma like 
the following: Let f : A4 + [I, co) be continuous; let F be the subset {(p, t): t <f(p)} of 
M x R. There exists a diffeotopy of M x R over itself onto F that keeps the M-coordinates 
fixed and is the identity on M x [- co, 01. To prove this one starts by looking at the “sur- 
faces” t = [n/(n + l)] *f(p) and approximating them smoothly.] It follows from the induc- 
tion assumption on Mi_l that p* is an isomorphism for Mi(s). The 5-lemma applies now, 
and the induction step in our proof and with it Theorem E follow. 
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As an appendix we note that the same technique gives a simple proof that the compact de 
Rham cohomology of R” is what it is, namely, R in dimension n, and 0 in all others. We 
consider only forms with compact support, and write 0: and R,* for the corresponding 
space of forms and its derived space. All maps have to be proper (the inverse image of any 
compact set is compact), and all homotopies must be proper (F: M x I+ N must be 
proper). 
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LEMMA F. The compact de Rham cohomology of a half-space R”+ is 0. 
Proof. Let o be a closed compact form. We push R”+ “up” until we have passed the 
support of o; this is a proper homotopy, beginning with the identity. The homotopy 
formula says then that o is homologous to the form induced from w by the final stage of the 
homotopy. But this induced form is clearly 0. 
We now prove the result about R,*(R”) inductively; the result is clear for n = 0 (R”= a 
single point). Let A” denote the half space {x = (x1, . . . , x,) : x, $ l}. We have R; u A” 
= R”, and R; n A” = R”- ’ x I. From the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (R”+ , A”) (proved 
just like Theorem B) and lemma F we get at once: R:(R”)z Ri-l(R”-l x Z) x RL-‘(R”-‘); 
this is the induction step. 
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